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Tuesday 2 August – Day 7

The bishops come to a mind about what matters
most, some distressing stories are shared, and we
continue to ‘walk together’.
“As Bishops we remain committed to listening and walking together to the
maximum possible degree, despite our deep disagreement on these issues.”
All of us here in Canterbury have been waiting for this day, when we would consider first
Reconciliation and then Human Dignity. It is in these things that we expected
disagreement and dissention, and press coverage has expected either a row or a schism, or
both.
In the end there was neither. Instead we spent much of today listening – listening to stories
of pain, challenge, and in some cases reconciliation. We have been together long enough
now to share some of the things which are great challenges. It is in the sharing for these

stories that we have the greatest sense of the enormity of what some bishops face. In
addition, each story brings a unique context, and values which often differ considerably
from those that we would share in A&O.
For example, in my small group we heard a story of a lay person who had abused children,
and was removed from his post of responsibility. The most important aspect of the story
was the reparation paid by the perpetrator to the parents, this to compensate for the
damage done to the children. The on-going care of the children was not mentioned, and
the abuse was not considered a crime. In fact there have been many such stories, where the
abuse of women and children is followed by payment – cattle, sometimes pigs. We were
told that actions were more important than words, and such reparation was the required
action that signalled to the community that the perpetrator was indeed repentant.
Other stories were equally distressing – such as the female genital mutilation taking place
in Kenya amongst Christian tribes. The mutilation is usually done by women upon young
girls. For this they receive payment, a fee. To reduce the incidents of this abuse the
churches have found the women other employment. Then, because the girls are considered
not fit to be married, men have taken up doing the FGM. The bishops are rightly greatly
distressed, wondering how the culture, with all its complexities, could be changed to
protect the dignity and rights of the girls.
In another province, older women (post-menopausal) are commonly accused of witchcraft.
They are gathered into camps, and to secure their freedom, their families have to find
funds to pay off those imprisoning the women. All kinds of motives cause people to name
the women as witches. The bishops wonder what role the churches can play to keep these
older women safe from accusation and imprisonment.
Other bishops spoke about migrants and refugees, of the challenge of wanting to care but
not having sufficient resources. The demands on the local churches are just huge. In my
small group I, for one, just wept. The human suffering being discussed was enormous.

Human Dignity
In the light of all the above, it did not surprise me at all that in our small group when it
came to discussing human dignity, the subject of same sex marriage was not discussed. I
am sure that if we had got to this there would have been disagreement in the group, but it
was the stories above that those in the group wanted to share and discuss. In other
provinces and dioceses they disagree with the decisions that the Scottish Episcopal Church
(and other provinces) have taken concerning same sex marriage, but what we do day-today is really very far away, and the desire to maintain relationship and support each other
through the bigger and over-arching challenges in the world, such as gender based
violence, migration and refugees, and climate change, is so much more pressing.
In the end, when it came to Human Dignity, it was acknowledged that while many
provinces remain with the traditional view of marriage as the norm: “The Call also states
that other provinces have blessed and welcomed same sex union or marriage, after careful

theological reflection and a process of reception.” Bishops with very differing views were
saying to each other - ‘I can live with this’. We are different, profoundly diverse, and
although this variety brings challenge, it is far from the most difficult issue before us. We
are committed to ‘walking together’, with all that this means in terms of commitment to
prayer and practical support where we can offer it.

Global InterFaith Commission Lecture
In the evening Roger and I, together with the other Scottish Bishops, attended a lecture
given by Dr Mary McAleese (President of Ireland 1997 – 2011). She spoke about what is
required to make churches and faith communities safe spaces for LGBT+ People. This is
another area of church life where we have a considerable distance to go, but all in all, the
very challenging day ended with a sense that we are moving in the God’s right direction
with regard to ‘safe church’.

Dr Mary McAleese

Spouses Programme
The spouses’ programme runs parallel to that of the bishops, and involves times of prayer
and worship in their own meeting space.

Roger Dyer writes:
As part of today’s spouses’ programme we were invited to take a ball of clay and form it
into a small pot. This was a reflective prayer activity about God’s work in our lives, that
forms us into a vessel able to carry God’s light in the world. There was much to learn in
this simple physical creative act. Below are pots and lights that were made on my table.

We shared together stories of what it has meant for us to be the spouse of a Bishop. For
some this has brought death and persecution to their family. All of us spoke about juggling
the demands of family life and the expectations of the church and community. At my table
group we agreed that there was a cost for every disciple of Jesus and that we had just a
particular shape of that. We rejoiced together that God was faithful. There was a great
outpouring of praise and joy as we celebrated that God had and would lead us through.
Dancing, clapping and singing erupted in the room - women from Pakistan, Ghana, Kenya
and South Sudan took the lead - this is the Anglican Communion!

